The winning Allen & Overy team with
Paul Deacon of Deacon Search

COMPETITION TEAM OF THE YEAR
SPONSORED BY DEACON SEARCH

ALLEN & OVERY
Antonio Bavasso
ADVICE ON THE CREATION OF THE WIND/3
ITALIA JOINT VENTURE
Bavasso led the A&O team advising VimpelCom on
competition aspects of the creation of the WIND/3 Italia
joint venture, a deal which combines Italy’s third and
fourth-largest telecoms companies. To obtain merger
control clearance for the joint venture from the European
Commission, the firm was integral to negotiating remedy

commitments that involved WIND and 3 Italia providing the
necessary assets for French mobile telecom company Iliad to
build a network in Italy.
Getting the deal through was no small feat. This was
the first time that the Commission has cleared a ‘4-to-3’
consolidation since Commissioner Margrethe Vestager
took office in October 2014 and follows the prohibition of
Hutchison’s acquisition of O2 in the UK in May 2016.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
ASHURST
Nigel Parr

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
Susan Black

TRAVERS SMITH
Nigel Seay

Defended IHS Markit, which was at
the heart of European Commission
allegations of collusive behaviour
and restrictive licensing practices in
the credit default swap information
market, including offering a novel set
of commitments relating to its future
market conduct.

HSF advised Arriva on the Phase II
Competition and Markets Authority
(CMA) merger control review of its
completed acquisition of the Northern
Rail franchise. This was the first UK rail
franchise case to undergo a full Phase
II review in over a decade and sets an
important precedent.

Travers obtained Phase I merger
control clearance for client McColl’s
acquisition of an extensive portfolio of
298 grocery outlets from the Cooperative Group, a particularly notable
achievement as both had overlapping
local stores in more than 170 locations.

BRISTOWS
Pat Treacy

MISHCON DE REYA
Rob Murray

Successfully representing Google
in High Court competition litigation
brought by Streetmap, which had
alleged that the introduction of a
clickable Google Map on its search
engine results page was giving Google
an unfair advantage over other online
mapping providers.

Successfully represented Sainsbury’s
in its competition damages claim
against MasterCard over unlawfully
high interchange fees. This was the
first judgment in a series of damages
actions brought by high-street
retailers in the UK and Europe.
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Legal recruitment with a conscience. Since 1999.

Established in 1999, we have built a
market-leading legal recruitment boutique.
In a crowded market, we work hard to differentiate
ourselves in three key ways:

Honesty, integrity and transparency
These qualities are at the heart of our ethos.
Reputation is everything and we would rather do the
right thing than make a quick fee.

Over the last two years we
have placed partners, teams
and associates at

Experience

100

We have built one of the most talented groups of legal
recruiters in The City. Unlike many of our competitors,
we work as a team, pooling our expertise for the
benefit of our candidates and clients.

different law firms in London

Expertise
We are passionate about market intelligence and our
triannual Market Report, which analyses headline hires
in London, has become required reading for senior
decision makers in the City.

We are delighted to support the 2017 Legal Business Awards and to sponsor
the Competition Team of the Year.
Many congratulations to Allen & Overy on winning the award.

For Enquiries please contact
Paul Deacon on +44 (0)20 7332 2699
or email: paul.deacon@deaconsearch.com
www.deaconlegal.com
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